Istanbul - Turkey , December 21st 2015

INVITATION
INTERNATIONAL WORKERS ANTIIMPERIALIST CONFERENCE
ISTANBUL - MAY 27TH - 28TH 2016
The World Federation Of Trade Unions (WFTU) and Nakliyat-İş call upon all militant unions
from around the world to take part in the International Workers Antiimperialist Conference on
the topic:
“Workers unite and fight against imperialist aggression, wars and blockades and the
geostrategic plans of the imperialists”
The Conference will be held in Istanbul - Turkey, on May 27th - 28th 2016.
The recent developments prove that imperialism is ruthless. Global capitalism, especially in
the European Union and the USA is continuously getting deeper in the international capitalist
crisis dealing with its own contradictions. Imperialist aggression is getting more and more
intense in places like Syria, Libya, Palestine, Iraq, generating grave risks of generalized war
conflict.
Nobody is safe when the imperialists strengthen their aggression against the peoples of the
world. These wars are taking place for the control over natural and economic resources.
These wars are in the service of multinational corporations and monopolies. Concepts like
“war for democracy” are mere excuses, trying to legitimize imperialist aggression in the eyes
of the people.
The WFTU and Nakliyat-İş are calling upon class oriented unions to gather, discuss and
coordinate joint activities, prepare the working class' response to the dire situation workers
around the world are facing.
Unions that wish to attend may contact the following emails: info@wftucentral.org and
disknakliyatis1975@gmail.com .
The hosts will assume for the delegates' stay in Istanbul for the days of the event, meals and
local transportation. Airfare will not be covered.
Delegations requiring visas should do the registration as soon as possible, in order to have all
proper documentation in time to participate in the Conference.
With fraternal and class regards,
George Mavrikos

WFTU General Secretary
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Ali Rıza Küçükosmanoğlu

President of Nakliyat-İş

